A cyber-physical system (CPS) requires a time-bounded communication process for real-time interaction between the digital world and the physical world so that they can form a tight loop. Using the machine-type communication (MTC) protocol for a large-scale CPS is a good solution. However, the MTC protocol uses a random access (RA) mechanism to solve the radio resource contention problem, but that inevitably causes access delays especially in scenarios when there is a large number of MTC devices. To meet CPS requirement and address this problem, we propose a dynamic backoff window adjustment (DBA) algorithm for a pull-based RA process that can appropriately distribute the failed MTC devices engaged in the backoff window, so as to expedite their contention retrial time interval and achieve increased success probability. Simulation results showed that the DBA algorithm significantly increases the success probability of MTC devices contending for RA, and as well, shortens the mean access delay of the MTC devices. In comparison to the standard RA backoff scheme and a novel dynamic backoff (DB) scheme, the DBA algorithm proved to be more effective and suitable for the CPS to the best of our knowledge.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolved universal terrestrial radio access (E-UTRA) standards, i.e., the long-term evolution (LTE) [1] and the 5G new radio (5G-NR) [2] , provide a technique called the machine-type communication (MTC) that enables MTC devices to connect with the LTE networks. The MTC technique adopts a random access (RA) mechanism to let MTC devices contend the radio resources; however, the performance of the data transmissions among the MTC devices is mainly dominated by the RA mechanism [3] , [4] . Although several contention overhead reduction mechanisms have previously been investigated and evaluated [5] - [8] , the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) TR 37.868 [9] was The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mingjun Dai .
the first technical report that elaborated on the RA network overload control problem. To this regard, the 3GPP classified the RA network overload control mechanisms into two approaches: the push-based and the pull-based approaches respectively [11] . Studies [12] , [13] showed that the pull-based approaches outperforms the push-based approaches because the network operator knows the amount of MTC devices to be activated and thus can maximize the utilization of the RA opportunities (RAOs), also known as RA channels (RACHs), through dynamic RAO allocation.
Under this classification, group paging is one of the pull-based RA network overload control approaches proposed by the 3GPP to mitigate the RA network overload problems [9] , [11] , [14] - [16] . In the group paging, an evolved Node B (eNB) assigns a common group identity (GID) to a group of MTC devices and activates this group of MTC VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. An illustration of pull-based group paging mechanism for RA procedures in MTC networks. The delayed MTC devices can be speeded up by the DBA algorithm before the paging occasion of G 2 .
devices by sending a single paging message [9] , [11] . In this process, the MTC devices belonging to the same group will contend the RAOs immediately after they have received the paging message as illustrated in Fig. 1 . During MTC group paging, the eNB manages the paging occasion as well as the size of each group. From Fig. 1 , it could be clearly noticed that in an ideal situation, if the size of a MTC group, denoted as |G 1 |, (i.e., the number of elements of the group) is large, it may cause a longer access delay. This situation will tend to become worse if the next paging occasion of another group, denoted as G 2 , is close to G 1 as depicted in Fig. 1 . To this regard, the delayed MTC devices of G 1 will contend with the MTC devices of G 2 and will lead to higher probability of failure due to the limitations of RACH trials. This problem can be solved if, by some mechanism, the delayed MTC devices can be boosted to succeed in time before the next paged group. Hence, in this paper, we propose a novel dynamic backoff adjustment (DBA) algorithm that can systematically adjust the backoff window size for failed MTC devices in RACH trials to complete their RA process by the time point of next group paging. This idea is based on our previous work [17] , in which we presented the general concept of the DBA algorithm. In this study, we significantly improved the DBA algorithm and provided more simulations for in-depth comparative analyses based on different performance metrics with respect to the cyber-physical system (CPS) scenario. The DBA algorithm uses the reserved backoff index (BI) value of the random access response (RAR) message, which is a standard control message specified in the 3GPP TS 36.321 specification [19] , to dynamically change the backoff window size. In addition to that, two parameters were adopted in this study to provide the understanding required for dealing with the problems associated with implementing dynamic backoff adjustment. The first parameter is the time interval (denoted as T p ) between the first paged group G 1 and the next paged group G 2 ; while the second parameter is the triggering point of time of sending BI via the RAR message issued by the eNB to the MTC devices. The main contributions of our work in this paper are briefly summarized as follows.
• To support time bounded random access for CPS, we propose a DBA algorithm for the pull-based RA mechanism in LTE/5G-NR systems, which can boost delayed MTC devices in the random access process.
• To achieve this goal, the DBA algorithm was implemented with the standard RAR messaging protocol to ensure that it is practical and compatible with E-UTRA specifications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the technological background of RA procedures together with the group paging mechanism and the uniform random backoff schemes were discussed. In Section III, we introduce the mathematical model of the MTC contention process and derive critical functions. Section IV shows how we derived the dynamic backoff window and implemented the DBA algorithm. The simulation results of the DBA algorithm were evaluated and compared with the standard RA and another representative dynamic backoff (DB) scheme [18] in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the work done in this paper.
II. TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND
In this section, the technological background of the RA procedures along with the existing group paging and the uniform random backoff mechanisms were discussed.
A. GROUP PAGING
Group paging is a procedure used to transmit the paging message to a group of MTC devices in the idle mode of the radio resource control (RRC) connection or the registered state of the evolved packet system's (EPS) mobile management (EMM) [9] , [11] , [14] - [16] . Moreover, the group paging message may be triggered either by mobility management entity (MME) in the core network or the eNB in radio access network. Apart from that, the physical resource blocks carry the paging information of the group on the physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH). These physical resource blocks (PRBs) are indicated by physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) using a single fixed indicator (FFFE 16 ) known as the paging radio network temporary identity (P-RNTI). After joining a group, the MTC devices monitor the P-RNTI in PDCCH at paging occasion computed by either its own international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) or group ID. Different groups of MTC devices monitor different sub frames (i.e., paging occasions) for their paging message as shown in Fig. 2 . If the UEs fail to engage in the random access channel, then they shall follow the standard LTE random backoff procedure to retransmit their random access attempts during a paging discontinuous reception (DRX) cycle until the retransmission limitation. Note that the network may use the group paging message to notify the UEs about the paging cycle and the dedicated random-access resources reserved for the group paging.
B. RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE
The RA procedure is categorized into two types: the contention-based RA procedure and the contention-free RA procedure. In this paper, only the contention-based RA procedure was considered. Firstly, when a group of MTC devices receives a paging message during a paging occasion [20] , the MTC devices will individually send a randomly selected preamble (Msg-1) from a set of 54 predefined preambles (i.e., RAOs) [9, Table 6 .2.2.1.1] at the first coming RA slot (RAS) as shown in Fig. 2 . Note that a total number of 64 sets of preambles are available for use, but 10 of these are reserved for special usage. By default, the eNB requires a certain processing time to detect transmitted preambles; thus if an MTC device does not receive any response from the eNB, it tends to increase its power in fixed steps and resends a preamble. The incidence of collision occurs when two or more MTC devices select identical preamble sequences and send them at the same time to the eNB during RA procedure. Please note that the collision does not happen at preamble reception but happens at the RRC connection request message (Msg-3) when MTC devices respond to the RAR message (Msg-2). The 3GPP TS 36.321 specification [19] uses the random access radio network temporary identifier (RA-RNTI) obtained from the radio frame number to identify the contending MTC devices. The eNB correlates the received preambles with the set of possible sequences (i.e., RA-RNTIs) in a cell from the MTC devices and transmits a RAR message (Msg-2). The RAR message indicates that the eNB has detected preambles from the MTC devices on the downlink shared channel (DL-SCH) within a specified response window. The eNB then uses the PDCCH to indicate where to send the RAR message. Each RAR message addressed to a preamble carries a medium access control (MAC) header, the timing advance value, the temporary cell RNTI (TC-RNTI), and the uplink grant resource. The MAC header carries a BI subheader to indicate the backoff parameter values (ms) for the collided or undetected UEs. In the LTE, the value of BI (an integer index) is in [0, 15] and each value of BI corresponds to different backoff window values ranging from 0 to 960 ms [19, Table 7 .2-1]. The timing advance value indicates that the MTC device should change its timing to compensate for the round trip delay caused by the distance between the MTC device and the eNB. Similarly, the uplink grant resource carries the information about the MTC devices, which will be assigned the initial resources by the eNB. Thus, the MTC devices can use the uplink shared channel (UL-SCH) with minimal chances of collision occurrence.
When the MTC device successfully receives the RAR message, it sends the RRC connection request message (Msg-3) back to the eNB with the assigned TC-RNTI, the temporary mobile subscriber identity (M-TMSI), and the establishment cause on the uplink shared channel (UL-SCH) using the radio resource granted by the RAR message. In response, the eNB sends an HARQ acknowledgment (ACK) or negative-acknowledgment (NACK) after few subframes. The eNB waits for one subframe and transmits the RRC connection set-up message (Msg-4) after replying with an ACK indicating that Msg-3 was successfully received. The eNB may also specify a maximum retransmission amount to limit the chances of failure, thereby enabling the MTC devices to retry another random access. To this regard, the RA procedure will end with the successful reception of the Msg-4 from the eNB. However, if an inevitable collision happens to occur, a uniform random backoff time will be initiated following the given BI as indicated in the RAR message.
C. BACKOFF WINDOW ASSIGNMENT
In the 3GPP TS 36.321 specification [19] , the backoff window size is specified in the RAR message. To avoid contention-based overload, the eNB can signal the MTC devices to wait for a certain time before they retry again. The parameter that controls this is called the backoff parameter and its signal is initiated by the eNB during the random access response. The actual time the MTC device should backoff is chosen uniformly by itself in the interval of [0, 960] ms. An MTC device randomly chooses one RAS from the RAS's in the indicated backoff window for its next contention if it fails in its current contention attempt. Fig. 3 shows the frame format of the RAR message (i.e., Msg-2). The BI field is a special MAC subheader which contains the index values of the backoff window (unit: subframe). It is 4 bits long and its value ranges from [0, 15] [19] . To enable the eNB to dynamically change the backoff window size without being limited by predefined window sizes [19, Table 7 .2-1], the reserved BI = 15 value is used to indicate the specified Table 7 .2-1]) where E: the extension field, T: the type field, and R: the reserved bit (set to '0').
backoff window size for failed MTC devices in our scheme. The backoff value is indicated in an extended 8-bit long field known as the backoff volume, as shown in Fig. 3 . Please note that values BI = 13, 14, 15 are reserved for future usage as specified in the standard [19] .
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Important notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 . Suppose M MTC devices are randomly deployed in a cell. Let G be a set of MTC groups and
where h is the maximum number of MTC groups supported for group paging in the LTE networks and
which satisfies
where |G| represents the number of elements of set G. Suppose the system reserves R available preambles (i.e., RAOs) for random access as described in the 3GPP TR 37.868 [9, Table 6 .2.2.1.1]. Let T g and T c (radio frames) denote the MTC device specific DRX cycle and cell specific DRX cycle, respectively, for paging all MTC devices [20] . Let N po be the number of paging occasions per DRX cycle, i.e., a DRX cycle across all MTC devices in the cell (broadcasting). N po is a cell specific parameter that indicates the number of paging occasions in a cell-specific DRX cycle. Configuration of N po value depends on paging capacity required in a cell. The values of N po as specified in TS 36.304 [20] are 4T , 2T , T , T /2, T /4, T /8, T /16, and T /32, where T is the determined paging cycle. The larger the value of N po is, the larger the paging capacity will become. As described in Section 7.2 of the 3GPP TS 36.304 [20] , since all MTC devices have to be paged once during the DRX cycle where the paging cycle T is determined by T = min(T g , T c ) as shown in Fig. 2 . The paging occasion (paging frame number (PFN)) as shown in Fig. 2 is determined by
where N f = min(T , N po ) is the number of paging frames within MTC device's DRX cycle and M g ∈ [0, N po −1] is the 
If the MTC devices collide at the ith RAS, the failed MTC devices will perform the uniformly distributed random backoff scheme in the given backoff window denoted as W B,i (unit: RAS) in Fig. 4 . The value of W B,i is decided by the DBA algorithm in each contention process which is determined by BI = 15 as contained in the RAR message; see Fig. 3 . In the cause of re-attempting to succeed in the contention, the MTC devices will tend to take longer time during backoff, thereby of receiving Msg-3; T t is the contention resolution timer from the time point of receiving the Msg-3 to the time point of not receiving the Msg-4. In this paper, it was assumed that the collision is caused if more than one of the MTC devices transmit the same preamble (Msg-1). Please note that the time period of any random access trial cannot exceed T . Fig. 4 depicts the process of RA procedure with the uniformly distributed random backoff scheme. To illustrate the RA process we use G 1 and G 2 to denote the current polled group and the next polled group. The time points of polling G 1 and G 2 are t G 1 and t G 2 . Let I n denote the number of RASs between t G 1 and t G 2 and can be obtained by
where I R (unit: subframe) is the time interval between two consecutive RAS's and is decided by the PRACH configuration index indicated in the system information block type 2 (SIB2) [21] . Cheng et al. [12, (5) ] derived the expected number of successful MTC devices at the ith RAS, denoted as M i,S [n], based on a fixed backoff window size W BO . The maximum number of MTC devices that can be acknowledged within the RA response window due to the resource limitation, denoted as N L , is given by
where M i [n] is the number of MTC devices that perform their nth transmission (i.e., the (n − 1)th retransmission) at the ith RAS as obtained in [23, (6) ] and is given by [12, (11) ] is the estimated total number of acknowledged MTC devices at the ith RAS based on the Poisson distribution and is obtained bỹ
where λ i is the average number of MTC devices that the eNB may detect at the ith RAS and, from [22, (6) ] as
IV. THE DBA ALGORITHM
The main target of the DBA algorithm is to increase the success probability of the RA at each RAS. The DBA algorithm raises the success portion of the contending MTC devices by the time point of polling the next group (i.e., G 2 ). To achieve this aim, two parameters M i and W B,i have to be considered. From (8) , the M i can be obtained by
Note that, in the RA process, the failed MTC devices are uniformly distributed in the backoff window. Therefore, M i at the ith RAS can be controlled by adjusting an appropriate W B,i in time.
In [23] , Wei et al., assumed a constant backoff window W BO to obtain K min and α k,i . However, W B,i is changed dynamically at each RAS in the DBA algorithm. To determine an appropriate W B,i for the failed MTC devices, it is necessary to derive the optimal contending number of MTC devices. From (5) , the expected number of successful MTC devices at a RAS, denoted by N s , can be obtained by
Note that (12) does not consider the upper bound condition N L . Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the number of contending MTC devices m and N s obtained by using (12) under R = {30, 54, 64}. For example, as shown in Fig. 5 , if we set VOLUME 8, 2020 N s = 15 as the expected number of successful MTC devices at the RAS that we want to achieve, then we obtain two values of m, 23 and 105, respectively. Although higher values of N s (i.e., toward the hill of the blue curve R = 54) can be obtained as we increase m (e.g., m = [24, 104]), N s is still bounded by N L maximum number of MTC devices can be acknowledged (N s ≤ N L ). With respect to the setup value of R, the different number of contending MTC devices m can be determined under the condition N L = 15 (i.e., at the blue curve R = 54, and the black curve R = 64 in Figure 5 ). Therefore, as long as the parameters of R and N s are adjusted based on this condition, the exact number of contending MTC devices m at each RAS can be obtained.
Solving (12) for m with given N s = N L and R, we first let X = 1 − 1 R and rearrange it as
Using the logarithmic and exponential rules, we have
Rearranging (14), it becomes
By using the identical function of the Lambert W function [24] , [25] W (ze z ) = z, (15) can be rewritten as
Rearranging (16), we obtain Since m is an integer, finally we can obtain m as
where the value of R−1 R N L ln( R−1 R ) is in range of (−1/e, 0) and the Lambert W function is double-valued. For example, as R = 54 and N L = 15, m = {23, 105} as shown in Fig. 5 . Based on this property, we have to determine which value of m is better for contending R RAOs under the constrain of N L . In order to determine a more suitable m for contention, we use R = 54, |G 1 | = 1500, and N L = 15 to simulate two situations m = 23 and m = 105. The criterion we evaluate is the failure probability. The failure probability is defined as the number of MTC devices, which cannot succeed before the end of I n , over |G 1 |. From our experimental analysis, we observed two causal cases of MTC devices' failure. The first case is when MTC devices cannot succeed before the end of I n ; while the second case is when the MTC devices exhaust their maximal preamble transmission times before the end of I n . Fig. 6 shows that the smaller value of m achieves a lower failure probability than the higher value of m in both cases I n = 40 and 80. The results obtained indicated that a smaller number of MTC devices contending for RAOs concurrently records very significantly low failure probability.
Based on (18) , M i at the ith RAS can be adjusted to meet the smaller value of m based on R, N L , and W B,i . By using (7) and (18) , W B,i after M i MTC devices contending at the ith RAS can be obtained by
According to (19) , substituting W BO = W B,i I R in [23, (8) ] and W BO = W B,k I R in [23, (10) ] to obtain K min and α k,i , we have
and (21), as shown at the bottom of the next page. Substituting T RAR + W RAR as T D , K max is changed as
The initial value of W B,1 for the DBA algorithm can be obtained by (7)- (11) and (18)- (22) . Fig. 7 shows the flowchart of the DBA algorithm. The DBA algorithm is only used for determining an appropriate backoff window for failed MTC devices at each RAS. When G 1 is paged and is ready to enter the RA procedure, the eNB will receive the preambles sent from the MTC devices of G 1 and processes these preambles. Once the preambles are identified, the eNB will respond to the MTC devices whose preambles were successfully received. The DBA algorithm will then determine W B,i as obtained in (19) to effectively accommodate the contention retrial process for the unsuccessful MTC devices when i < I n . Note that W B,i is set as 1 if i ≥ I n . Similarly, N T is used to represent the cumulative number of successful MTC devices at the ith RAS. The RA procedure is terminated when N T is equal to |G 1 |.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Monte-Carlo-based computer simulation was used to verify the accuracy of the analytical model and the effectiveness of the DBA algorithm. The simulation comprises of one eNB and different numbers of MTC devices |G 1 | around the eNB. The RA channel parameters defined in [9, The number of RAS's per radio frame is one. All simulation results shown were obtained by averaging 10 6 samples. Each sample represents the result obtained by observing a group paging of |G 1 | MTC devices during a given access interval of I n RAS's. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table 2 . For the result analyses, the following three performance criteria are measured.
• Failure Probability: the number of failed MTC devices of G 1 , which cannot succeed before the appearing time point of G 2 (i.e., within the given interval I n ).
• Time-Limited Access Delay (TAD): the mean access delay calculated from those MTC devices which succeed their RA procedures within I n . Note that MTC devices will not be counted if they cannot finish their RA procedures before the time point of I n .
• Access Delay: the mean access delay calculated from the time point of MTC devices being polled to the time point of MTC devices succeeding in their RA procedure. In this case, MTC devices may fail if their transmission times reach the upper-bound transmission limit N X .
Since the DBA algorithm is independent of the RA procedure, we used the 3GPP standard RA procedure [19] (denoted as sRA) as the baseline for comparing the performance of our DBA algorithm. In addition to that, another representative dynamic backoff (DB) scheme proposed in [18] was also implemented for performance comparison. This DB scheme uses W = 2 CW min +i−1 to determine the backoff window size for the ith time failed MTC devices, where CW min ∈ [1, 10] is the contention window parameter. For better performance comparisons between the DB and our DBA, better values of CW min of the DB were adaptively chosen according to different scenarios. In the simulations investigated in this study, the values of W BO were variably set to indicate the backoff window size used by the sRA.
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In the first comparison, we investigated the failure probability of the MTC devices during the RA procedure. To evaluate the effect of the DBA algorithm, three different lengths of I n between two consecutive groups G 1 and G 2 (i.e., I n = 25, 55, and 85 RAS's) were simulated. Fig. 8 shows that failure probability tends to increase with the increase in the number of contending MTC devices |G 1 | as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) . There are several observations here; Firstly, a slight RA contention burst varying from 250 to 1500 devices was simulated, and it could be observed that the more the number of contending MTC devices, the higher the degree of contention because the RAS's and channel resources are fixed per eNB. Secondly, a constant W BO will not adapt to the different lengths of I n . Here we show that the DBA is able to alleviate the failure probability because the dynamic backoff window scheme manages the number of contending MTC devices in each RAS to reduce the failure probability of the contention. Generally, the scenario illustrated in Fig. 8 compares the impact of different sizes of I n and W BO on failure probability. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , the DBA outperformed the DB by slight marginal gap differences as the size of the contending MTC devices increased from 250 to 1500, while the sRA had the worst performance by recording the highest rate of failure probability in all cases (i.e., I n = 25, 55, and 85) irrespective of the length of W BO . In the instance where |G 1 | increased and I n was high (i.e., I n = 85 in Fig. 8(a) ), the DBA significantly outperformed its contemporaries by recording the least failure probability, and thus proved that it had the capability to expedite more number of contending MTC devices to succeed before timeout. This was because a moderate interval I n gave the DBA a sufficient time to distribute the MTC devices for contention and, in addition, revealed the capability of the DBA to effectively handle very large group sizes of MTC devices. The very poor performance of the sRA indicated that the static W BO cannot effectively adapt to the different lengths of I n . Meanwhile, the DB cannot achieve low failure probability because it cannot react to a limited time contention. Figure 8 (b) shows a slightly different result from Fig. 8 (a) when W BO is changed from 8 to 64 RAS's. It is observed that the curves obtained by the DBA did not change as compared to the sRA and the DB because of its robust dynamic backoff window adjustment algorithm. In the experimental analysis, we made two discoveries; Firstly, the failure probability rose in the case of I n = 25 and W BO = 64 when |G 1 | = 250 as compared to Fig. 8(a) . Secondly, a larger value of W BO was suitable for larger |G 1 | (i.e., the case of I n = 85) since the MTC devices can be separated even more widely. However, the gaps among the sRA, the DB, and the DBA in each case of I n tended to become smaller as |G 1 | increases. This result indicated that the value of W BO influenced the rate of failure probability of the sRA and the DB. This was because an increase in the value of W BO will cause a cluster of MTC devices that were prone to failure to encounter a longer time for re-contention. Hence, their RA process will not be completed before the end of I n and result to an inevitable failure. This effect became more stringently conspicuous when the value of I n was small (i.e., in the case of I n = 25 and W BO = 64 RAS's); thereby justifying why larger values of both I n and W BO were invariably better for optimizing the process of RA as shown in Fig. 8(b) .
In Fig. 9 , the effect of different lengths of I n with varying sizes of W BO on failure probability are investigated. Our experiments showed that the DBA, the DB, and the sRA achieved a lower failure probability in the instance when I n was lengthier (i.e., I n = 100). In the instance of W BO = 16, |G 1 | = 3000, and I n = 100, the DBA was managed to perform slightly better than the DB and the sRA when the ratio |G 1 |/I n , denoted as γ , was high (i.e., γ = 30). The parameter γ can be used to measure the degree of the RA contention. The higher the value of γ is, the higher degree of contention will be. Thus, when γ < N L , it implies a light contention, and vice versa. Fig. 9 shows that the DBA can achieve a stable all round performance in all scenarios in both low and high values of γ as compared to the DB and the sRA.
Continuing the comparisons of Fig. 9 , we picked Fig. 9 (c) for further investigation because the curves among the sRA, the DB, and the DBA were close with each other as I n = 50. Fig. 10 shows the degree of failure probability achieved by the sRA, the DB, and the DBA, where 3 different values of W BO are taken for the sRA and 3 different values of CW min are used for the DB. It shows that the DBA achieved best results from the light degree (γ = 10) up to the middle degree (γ = 30). The DBA achieved 0.6705 and 0.7444 failure probability at γ = 40 and 50 while the DB achieved 0.696 and 0.7728 when CW min = 4 and 0.646 and 0.7128 when CW min = 6 at γ = 40 and 50, respectively. We found that the DB can achieve good performance in some cases if the setting of CW min was appropriate. Nevertheless, the DBA still achieved better performance (0.029 and 0.0316 difference) as compared to the best result achieved by the DB. Also the DBA was observed initiating a downward curve at the point of (γ = 60) to increase success probability once again beyond its contemporaries. This remarkable self adjusting capability displayed by the DBA thus unequivocally speaks volume of its robust performance. Fig. 11 illustrates the causes of failure probability. From this experimental analysis, it was discovered that there are two main causes that lead to the failure of the MTC devices in the RA process. The first one is that the MTC devices cannot finalize the RA procedure before the end of I n ; while the second cause is related to the MTC devices exhausting N X , as shown in Fig. 11(a) , which implies that an inappropriate size of W BO will lead to a higher chance of failure probability. On the other hand, Fig. 11(b) and (c) indicate that the DB and the DBA achieved a lower failure probability when there was an uniform distribution of the MTC devices vying for RA during I n . In a more critical observation, the DBA achieved less failure probability than the DB although the curve gap was not very significant in this instance. However, both the DB and DBA had their N X curves tending to 0 which implied that their recorded failure probabilities were not caused by exceeding N X unlike in the sRA where the exceeding of both I n and N X contributed to failure probability.
In Fig. 12 , the impact of I n on the failure probability achieved in different cases of |G 1 | = 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 are illustrated. Here, the failure probability decreases with the increase of I n as the MTC devices have a longer I n to contend the RA opportunities again after being unsuccessful in prior RA trial attempts. The curves of the DBA, the DB, and the sRA entangle with each other in the cases |G 1 | = 500 and 1000 due to these two causes. The first cause is that the DBA does not have enough space (i.e., the number of RAS's) to distribute the failed MTC devices when I n is small. The second cause is that γ is not high (i.e., γ ≤ 20) when I n ≥ 50. The DBA has no space to show its capability. However, in the cases |G 1 | = 2000 and 3000, we can see that the DBA can lower the failure probability to the barest minimum when γ is high and I n is lengthy enough.
In Fig. 13 , the TAD and the mean access delay are investigated. In this experiment, the TAD was calculated for MTC devices that succeeded in obtaining RA (i.e., those that finalized the RA procedure within the given I n ), while the mean access delay was calculated for successful MTC devices that did not exhaust N X even if they exceeded I n . Fig. 13(a) shows the TAD of the DBA to be below 320 ms when |G 1 | < 750 in all cases of I n . The TAD of the DBA grows as |G 1 | increases and then holds at a certain value irrespective of changes in the size of |G 1 |. This is because the DBA enforces the MTC devices to contend the RA opportunities before the end of I n . Inversely, the TAD of the sRA tends to increase and thereafter decreases because the failure probability of the sRA is high, thus only a few successful MTC devices' delays are counted (i.e., the counted delays are less). In contrast to the sRA, the DB which struggles to achieve low failure probability like the DBA seems to perform poorly in handling TAD. As can be seen in Fig. 13(a) , the DB recorded the poorest performance of TAD. Fig. 13(b) shows the mean access delay of the sRA, the DB, and the DBA. The measure of the mean access delay contributes to the understanding of the performance of the MTC devices in the RA process. There are several notable observations here. First, with respect to Fig. 13(b) , the mean access delay of the sRA increases as the size of |G 1 | increases because the sRA has a higher failure probability especially when |G 1 | ≥ 1200. Nevertheless, the DB performed the worst mean access delay though it achieved a comparable failure probability as the DBA did. It is because the access delay is averaged from MTC devices which succeed before exhausting their retrial counts N X . Since the DB relies on extending the backoff window size to solve collisions of MTC devices, it results in severe access delay and contention with MTC devices of other groups (e.g., G 2 ). Therefore, the access delay of the DB became more severe when the value of I n was short. On-the-other-hand, the access delay of the DBA is held at a value because the DBA sets W B,i = 1, ∀i ≥ I n to enforce the delayed MTC devices (i.e., those MTC devices that cannot succeed within I n ) so as to boost the RA process. This reveals that the DBA is capable of achieving efficient minimization of TAD and mean access delay in both light and heavy RA contention situations. Fig. 14 shows the impact of I n and N X on the failure probability. This result indicates that the impact of I n on the failure probability is higher than N X . This data also reveals that a sufficient length of I n is necessary for the RA process which can be achieved by a well designed group paging occasion arrangement algorithm.
Finally, in Fig. 15 , the different values of N L are shown to have a significant effect on the failure probability when the competition is keen (i.e., γ = 3000/50 = 60). Here, it is observed that the DBA algorithm achieved the least failure probability in comparison to the DB and sRA when a larger number of N L was served during the MTC contention as shown in Fig. 15 where |G 1 | = 3000.
VI. CONCLUSION
In a CPS, how to minimize the access delay as much as possible is a critical issue. In this paper, we have presented how our proposed DBA achieves a dynamic backoff window adjustment to significantly reduce access delay and failure probability of MTC devices during the RA process. Our study shows that the value of N X and N L have very negligible effect on the success probability; whereas, three parameters |G 1 |, I n , and W BO dominantly determine the performance of the RA process. Furthermore, the results obtained in our investigations portray how different sizes of |G 1 | and I n influence the rate of failure probability during RA contention. However, the DBA in comparison to the DB and the standard RA backoff scheme demonstrate in simulations that it is capable of improving success probability for both small and large scale clusters of MTC devices vying for RAOs, while also being able to reduce access delays to the barest minimum under different paging scenarios. To this regard, we are therefore convinced that our pull-based DBA algorithm is capable of benefitting the Internet-of-Things with respect to improved access of LTE. 
